
2018-02-03 Saturday History Call

DOCUMENT OVERVIEW
I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III ARCHIVES FOR VARIOUS PROGRAMS
IV OPENING MEDITATION; HOUSEKEEPING; ACCESS TO PODCAST 
V HARD NEWS

I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A   BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2
Bot Flash Player and HTML5 Player for available.

*   Stargate Round Table Host: MariettaRobert
Thursdays at  6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone:  712-775-4842 – PRESS 2

    Direct -  701-719-3600 

* Friday Night Hard News            Hosts: Tara & Rama
 Fridays at  6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone:  712-775-4842 – PRESS 2

 Direct - 701-719-3600 

* History of our Galactic World & NESARA     Tara  & Rama
Saturdays at 6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

Listen live online http://bbsradio.com/station2schedule 
Listen in by phone:  712-775-4842 – PRESS 2

 Direct - 701-719-3600 

* Friday, Saturday CONFERENCE CALL: 
The call moves from the radio  to the Conference line: 

For 1 hour – 6 pm Pacific / 9 pm Eastern, then returns to BBS Radio

Listen on the phone    641-715-3650 PIN 353863#
Listen online 641-715-3650 PIN 353863# 

www.freeconferencecallhd.com

To interact during live shows:  Canada/US:  1-888-429-5471   Direct: 323-744-4841
    International:  1-530-413-9537

C  Skype: BBSradio2

D  Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
  ● To access  the FREE BBS archives for any of  these programs: 

   •  Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows 
   •  Scroll down to find the name of the show you’re looking for; click on “Library Archives”
   •  Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one 

being at the top.
   •  You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.

 E  Archives also exist on the 2013 website:  
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http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 
written notes, as well as the audio recordings of the conference calls

II ACCESS  TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:  Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls  
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern  
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950;  PIN 972400#

B    Tuesdays  Ashtar on the Road 
2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month
6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern 

 Host is Fran; various guests 

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone: 1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330 

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays: The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
 7:00 – 9:00 EST 
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call 

with the Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana   Ryan  

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message "YES to Abundance!"

III   Archives for the 3 Programs listed above

A. FREE BBS archives for any of  these programs: 

   •  Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows 
   •  Scroll down to Saturday History Call  with Tara and Rama; click on “Library Archives”
   •  Clicking on those words takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest one 

being at  the top.
   •  You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.

B  Archives also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 
written notes, as well as the audio recordings of the conference calls
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IV OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING;  ACCESS TO PODCAST

A. Opening Meditation: Cheryl Croci 

B. Housekeeping: Rainbird 

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week. And we need $ 300 this week.

THANKS TO ALL WHO HELPED BALANCE OUR ACCOUNT AGAIN!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find listing for True History call; find Paypal button 
      • BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2  T & R PROGRAMS, 
    or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table  

• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc. [Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane [Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA     95969

• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on 
behind the artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do 
require a home, food, gas, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information 
out to the world.
• Ongoing need: money for food, bills, gas, repair bill for Rosie 

THIS IS RENT WEEK . . . . . . $1,050  - DUE January 31st 

THIS IS NEW: Towards the new car:
https://www.gofundme.com/rama-berkowitz-car-for-work

•  Donations via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow 
Roundtable - can be set up for regular donations; any amount is 
welcome and much appreciated! The amount can always be changed 
as you see fit.

•  Please notify T & R if you're sending something: koran999@  comcast.net     

•  Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

•  phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:    317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com 

•  Remember you can also book a session with Mother!

MR: •  Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too 
•  You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donations to Santa Fe Coop = fresh, organic, food for T&R

•  Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with 
Beneficial Farms Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, NM 

•  These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a 
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steady supply of fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very
grateful for your assistance.   

•  Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do 
multiples if they wish:   
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm

• Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well. 
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html

 
T:  Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: 

it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061

C:  ACCESS TO PODCAST:  The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.

https://bbsradio.com/sites/default/files/audio_dirs_three/thetruehistory/The_True_History_2018-
01-27.mp3 

V  HARD NEWS TARA – T; RAMA – R

R: Sweet Angelique the Cat called from Paris
• In the UK newspapers 2 famous women from England came forward and had words to say 

about Harvey Weinstein sexual molestation, maybe ratpe
• This ties into the Grump story and how he thinks he’s clean – it’s about how the mobs 

across the planets play games with profits, debts, loan sharks, stuff he won’t go into
that he remembers from various Chinatowns in San Fran, or NYC or Detroit - 

•   She shared how all the criminal gangs across the planet on the wires – have heard 
something is about to change with the currencies on the planet; she said it means 
they are about to play with something – 
• China #1 and it’s not Ben Fulford’s White Dragon Society – but that China and 
Russia are going to expose 9/11 and the currency manipulations that happened in 
the US  markets on the morning of 9/11 –
• Larry Silverstein is tied into this story about criminal gangs & his piece of the 
action 
T: they did something called ‘naked shorts’ on that morning, and predicted  and 
they rigged it so they all got billions in insurance money as a kick back for blowing 
up the towers.

R: Sweet Angelique the Cat asked where is Mayor Rudy Guiliani: is he still on planet earth? 
Who knows?

T: when she said they would expose events on  9/11 & the currency manipulation – did she
mean the shorts? This has already happened – Bernie Schector talked of it before 
he was killed 

R:  Yes, they’re talking about it. Harvey Weinstein is also connected to this from the 
rollovers that go into people’s accounts as a result of certain events, and no one is 
the wiser – yet gov’ts like Russia & China are watching this sort of thing until they 
can take over the airwaves
•  the video tape out there is in so many hands, it’s not funny and it’s about he 
misqualified energies of the goddess.

T: are people going to report Guiliani is missing?
R:  Doesn’t know - it’s been between 30 – 60 days that he’s not been seen
T: the reason she brought it up to R has something to do with what’s coming up on that too 
R: yes, and what happened on the morning of 911 that has affected the whole world
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T: so that means the talk will shift to talking of 9/11 being an inside job very, very, very soon?
R:  Yes, very, very soon – these guys are sh***ng their pants – its about criminal gangs who 

have played with the dark side and tried to use the false fallen human ego matrix that 
ties in with the evil AI to control people, and love always wins – people are waking up like 
never before.
•  no matter what they do, Ashtar and Sananda are here 
•  How we heal our collective PTSD as a planet-wide civilization – the easiest way for that 
to happen is to work with the 3 fold flame and the Violet Flame – those energies transform 

the misqualified energies that are out of its space/time continuum, called evil.

T: he didn’t ask about the 2,200 year old man on Stargate who said it would be about 1000 
years before all was settled. R: No he didn’t 
• It would be good to have a conversation with a Faction 2 White Knight c oming out of left field is 
a consciousnees shift – she’s hearing more and more people say the Keshe technology 
doesn’t work; also a conversation with someone about the new water techology does not 
change the memory of nuclear radiation of the water – BUT WE CAN CHANGE IT WITH OUR
OWN CONSCIOUSNESS.
•  The idea of what works and what does not work: THE REASON THAT THE POLARITY 
THINKING OF GOOD/ BAD, SOMETHING WORKS/DOESN’T  WORK IS A FALLACY – it has to
do with consciousness – and mind over matter

R:  when he’s floating 4’ above the earth and has his phone on his chest, it’s about shifting reality 
and we can all do it; he gets this hammered in the head with this idea every day

T: and there is part of us that forgets who we are and play a game with our lower ego - we get 
crabby, we blame someone out there for all the woes, and the residue of polarity is still 
there yet earth mother is not living in it, as the new earth is here!!!
•  Shocking that people who talk to ET s or who have been around for 2000+ years . . . 

Caller/BW:  we’re in disclosure right now- he addresses the entire audience: do not be 
discouraged: we are in disclosure NOW. 
• He listened to the Jimmy Church show on the 16th and there was a picture of NASA 
showing the satellites – 2 of them appearing NE of America; they were surveilling certain 
parts of the US; he assumes that this is our disclosure. What do they think?

R: it very well could be. There are more and more stories about all kinds of things being seen and 
NASA will have to give a straight answer – it is coming from higher ups who are putting 
pressure on NASA 
• Like Dr Carol Rosin worked with Dr Verner Von Braun – this is huge! Von Braun created 
the V1, V2 rockets for Hitler, and – since the Roswell incident there has been anti- gravity
technology and that is all coming out now – 911 is an inside job

T: we know that 911 was an inside job and nothing has been done about it
R: Sybel Edmunds is not sitting on her thumbs!

• Mr Gueln, Flynn and the rest of them – not about Russia or Putin, but the criminal gangs 
that run govenments.

C: He heard from a little bird that Donald J Trump is in a world of trouble – there is a third murder
under him! No, it’s a 2nd murder being pinned on Trump – the Russians have a 2nd 
murder!

T, R: haven’t heard of this – what is the source of the info?
C: coming from a site called Gaia  - BlueMoonGaia

T: 99.9% of what’s on the net is not accurate – R hasn’t heard of that site – forward it to 
Rama so R can forward to the King

C: Did Trump pay a stripper to have sex with him in the 1990s; she’s appeared on several shows
T: they saw one from 2006 – the porn star, Stormy Daniels; at the same time Melania had a new 

baby by Trump, and he was out having a good time with someone
•  The real truth is that Donald spent no or very little time with his children
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•  it’s not about him – it’s about the 13 families, the invaders who are not human – 13,000 
years ago they invaded and took ove; it’s about the endless challenge to wake up

•  But it is about him in another sense: he brings up various things – every single agency is
corrupt to the core and the Democratic party is trying to say we have a wonderful 
CIA etc etc

•  so he is revealing that those involved 
•  the Electoral College makes all the choices, and there have ever only been members of 

the 13 families who have become president
•  We cannot play polarity games any more: Polarity is done – all the things coming up in

our lives – we have to hear conversations with higher sense perception of truth, 
clair audience, clair voyance, higher sense perception of the truth

Sweet Angelique the Cat: 
•  2 world famous women -  as famous as Barbara Streisand but English – came forward 

said Harvey Weinstein sexually molested them & raped them; names still covered.
•  Also the markets are teetering on the edge of oblivion – Max Keiser and Stacy are laying 

it out and we are at the moment where the old has to go, and St Germain can show 
us some alchemy and show us the new universe of economics when we work inside 
the framework of the United Federation of Planets -

T: a Russian jet was downed by Syrian rebels – Syrian rebels are totally financed by the US – all 
that goes out is the responsibility of the Grump – it was near a place in Syria AND THE 
PILOT WAS EXECUTED! Meaning he must have bailed and got shot when he hit the ground
•  This is not good!

R: Syrian rebel group J as Al Nusra – they claim to be part of the Free Syrian Army who are 
McCain’s buddies

T: they are doing things to start the next war
R: whatever the regular networks say, IT IS NOT PUTIN; HE IS ALIGNED WITH ANDROMEDANS 

who are committed to peace
•  the only one ready to play with loose nukes will be the US and 
•  Asthar etc have it in the bag!!! Along with Mother, Michael, Metatron, etc

T:  the memo: was funded by the Dems, and the dossier was USED TO GET a warrant from 
FISA – funded by Democratic party and the Clinton foundation:  HILLARY DID IT [this info 
from RT – never published on american main stream media]

R: THE CRIMINAL ORGANIZED GANGS RUN THE POLITICIANS, AND THE LOBBYISTS run the 
military in certain interests.

T: the dems are enraged and promise to draft a counter memo – Deep State is involved

R: it’s like the 3 Stooges playing with matches in a nuclear missile site – Ashtar has said No Nukes
Dr Greer is so tied in with the Deep State and he says no nukes too and R believes him
•  one of his top scientists, a Sikh, was assassinated in a Sikh temple in Wisconsin – there 
were 6 people killed at that time; it was a warning to Dr Greer too! 
•  This is not about violence yet love – so they have to get stunned and stand in force fields 

 
T: •  On MSNBC saying that  $160,000  was paid by Hillary to be used for her own purposes

RT said she paid $9 MILLION!!! and the guy Steele is an M I5 which means they 
are US allies and share info with the US and the Russians

R: the galactics have it in hand!
T:  and the ex FBI McCabe – testified that no surveillance warrant would have been sought from 

FISA without the Steele dossier
•  McCabe said today the Grump that the dossier was a salacious document which is true 
and none of what is being said is how it is on MSNBC
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T: has a document which comes from a past time - the reason we have the agenda in the first 
place is that the Khazarian mafia has to manipulate things so they what they want which is
the seat of power which is the Electoral College 
•  What gives? Why do we have an Electoral College at all?

Reading: 2018-02-03 (2016-11-19)  Blog: Propertied Privilege Trumps Democracy [SEE BELOW]

CELDF.org – Community Environmental Legal Defence Fund - working to establish the rights for people 

THE ARTICLE IS BELOW – PLEASE READ IT WHILE FOLLOWING THE NOTES WHICH ARE FAR FROM
COMPLETE – COMMENTS ARE IN DEPTH, COMPLICATED – IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW BOTH THE

ARTICLE AND T’S ANALYSIS.

•  The article provides a not pretty picture of the Founding Fathers
•  the comment on the introductory statement was that patriarchy was the order of the day at 

the time – 1770s etc
•  Remember that Thomas Jefferson tried to put the end of slavery in the constitution and 

didn’t succeed. St Germain showed up and said “sign it – those following you 
will get it changed – just get it on the board!”

• Explains how the numbers got tilted to the Southern, slave-owning states.

• the most populous states are Democratic – like California
• Explains how McTurtle / Mc Connell committed treason . . . 
• author says neither Grump nor Hillary are really for democratic representation
• the 13th amendment was created to provide more equality – part of the discussion about 

Quotes from the article:
“The “founding fathers’” concoction of the EC was just one of the constitutional tools
included in the new frame of government. Those tools were intended to shield the 
special privileges attached to human property from the democratic power of the 
people.”

“While Trump corralled the votes of white privilege by denying the equality of all of 
us to each other, and Clinton corralled the progressive vote by proclaiming equal 
rights for minorities, LGBTs and immigrants, neither called for equality with the 
privileged governing class. Neither dared champion the democratic rights of those 
who make up the majority to wrest governing control from the minority of the 
opulent. They divided the majority with vehement arguments over whether all of us
who are slaves to the one percent would be equal to each other.”

• David Cay Johnson got as close as he could to saying this about Trump  
• T adds: Trump owes $10 BILLION to China – he is SO broke!

• The Clinton Foundation holds trillions upon trillions of dollars – it’s a black hole, says Rama!

“Trump or Clinton: Neither is for Democratic Rights

Donald Trump will likely appoint two, maybe more members of the US Supreme Court, whose 
decisions will constrain the people’s representatives from legislating to change the privileges 
of property as ensconced nowhere more firmly than in the modern corporation. Trump grafted
misogyny, scatology, narcissism, belligerence, nativism, conspiracy hype and racism to his 
campaign. They resonated with slightly fewer folk than those who voted for Hillary Clinton’s 
insubstantial message of ”who else ya gonna vote for with that clown as your alternative?” 
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While Trump corralled the votes of white privilege by denying the equality of all of us to each 
other, and Clinton corralled the progressive vote by proclaiming equal rights for minorities, 
LGBTs and immigrants, neither called for equality with the privileged governing class. Neither 
dared champion the democratic rights of those who make up the majority to wrest governing 
control from the minority of the opulent. They divided the majority with vehement arguments 
over whether all of us who are slaves to the one percent would be equal to each other.”

• the 13th amendment was inserted to created to provide more equality – and it was taken out in 
the 1800s – the whole speaks to why NESARA is important: a second Constitution.

The following articles put the current situation into perspective.

Anna Von Reitz had to sign a gag order: she would have been killed had she 
mentioned NESARA. 

Reading:   2018-01-28     Global Currency Reset Comment for January 2018 [SEE BELOW]

T speaks to the importance of the 3 eclipses of the moon over the last 3 months – there is an 
opening in the energy now for NESARA to emerge.

        2018-01-30   One More Time S-L-O-W-L-Y [SEE BELOW]

Caller/P: Definition of Situs to explain info from Anna von Reitz’s writing

2018-02-04  Situs (law) From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia   [SEE BELOW]
2018-02-03  Foreign-situs Trust Law and Legal Definition [SEE BELOW]

Audio: Ed Show -  from last week. About the #releasethememo  Max Blumenthal 

Audio: Thom Hartmann – the list of items that could be used as articles of impeachment
• things that illustrate the corruptness of intent 

1. asks Comey for a pledge of loyalty
2. had people leave the room when he asked Comey to let go of further investigation on Flynn
3. had Dan Coates and Mike Pompeo leave the room so he could speak privately Comey – trying 

to prevent the prosecution of an investigation 
4. told Comey on phone calls that he wanted Comey to lift the cloud of investigations
5. fired Come on May 9th – and on May 10th  told Russians it had taken the pressure off them, gave 

an interview to Leslie Holt and gave another story altogether for letting Comey go  
6. berated Sessions after hearing that the DoJ had hired Mueller
7. looked at several options toordered the firing of Mueller
8. drafted a false public statement for / with his son
9. July 26th in a Tweet – called for firing of McCabe, Dep Director of FBI 
10. Throughout, Trump made  “false and misleading statements to deceive the people of the 

United States” - this is a phrase from the impeachment of Nixon.
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Audio: On Contact – Architecture as a form of oppression with Carl Anthony 2018-02-04

https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/417819-carl-anthony-hidden-narrative/

Carl Anthony, Author of “The Earth, the City and the Hidden Narrative of Race,” 
discusses architecture as a form of oppression in the United States.  

Audio: Going Underground Ruth George MP on disability, suicide and benefits 
(E570)  3 Feb, 2018 

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/417786-carillion-tory-welfare-reform/ 

We speak to Labour MP and member of the Carillion Inquiry, Ruth George, about whether Tory
welfare reform is driving people to suicide. Two claimants in different stages of the disability 
testing system tell us whether reassessing 1.6 million is a good thing. Plus, we read this 
week’s PMQs!

ASTROLOGY RICHARD  RI 

ASTROLOGICAL WEATHER FORECAST

Sat: Moon in Libra now; Mercury sextile Mars – Sun, Mercury and Venus all  in Aquarius 

Sun: Venus squares Jupiter on Sunday; Mercury sextiled mars

Mon: still in Libra and goes into Scorpio

Wed: last Quarter moon at 19* Scorpio

Thurs: Moon into Sag 

Sat: Venus into Pisces, Sun squares Jupiter – still seeing the results of a full moon from 
Wednesday – 12* Leo

A book by Frank Herbert, writer of the Doon series – a speculative writer 

RI reads from The God Makers, written in 1972 – peace cannot be enforced from outside, 
it’s an inside job!  His comment was that the galactics are very careful about how 
they interact with us, as they want us to make the choices, not them.

Reading: Mystic Momma [SEE BELOW]

2018-01-31     FULL MOON Lunar Eclipse in Leo January 31st 2018~

The Pele Report 

This is the first time Kaypacha has shown how to do a yoga exercise complete
with the why of it and a demonstration of the moves while he is talking.

https://youtu.be/OPs3rRnJ3B0

Click the link to read more for written translations:
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Click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3

It's hard for me to lay myself out, 
Both my future and my past, 

Not seeking approval or longing for love, 
But ready for union at last.

It's a long road to love! Especially as a powerful, intense, individuated, self sufficient being! We 
blast off into the great unknown but need to remember we're still human. I like the image of a 
relationship being like a fire. It's hot and cozy and tempting to stay there but both people need to 
go out and gather some firewood or it will burn out. Just like breathing, in and out and in and out 
and in and out..... the beat goes on.

So this eclipse is about being free and leaving the other free but not losing connection. Not 
sacrificing relationship in order to be an individual. And as I say in the video, it's practice practice 
practice and failing and falling and forgiving and messy and and and.....! It's LIFE! Hope you enjoy
the madness and the beauty of it ALL!

The quote came from: www.centerforhealthysex.com

More Astrology and Yoga: www.NewParadigmAstrology.com

Download the yoga: https://www.dropbox.com/s/orztmiz46pb...
Closing music: www.ScottHuckabay.com
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CONFERENCE CALL

Caller/A:  Name of book mentioned by Richard
title is The God Makers -  Frank Herbert – 1972 

T: tells of a situation when Cynthia was on the edge of a bog; she called in the higher 
energies and literally flew over the bog - 

RI: had to do with the Gate of Power – from her shaman teacher – has to do with a way of 
running – footsteps can be 20’ wide – an exercise in the awareness of your body/mind.
• Yes he has practiced the Gate of Power – he does it at night on a straight road – have to 
let go and trust the body and know you won’t vere off into a tree: have to get mind out of 
the way 

T: did it without thinking about it when she was dancing – the weight of her body was lighter
The other was the emergency when she had to get out of ice-cold water and had gone 
down for the 3rd time.

Question: is that why people can lift cars or concrete in time of an accident?
T: Yes. It’s being able to call on the collective mind and its focus; has also something to do with 

being able to lift your body off – 4’ off the chair, and then lower it again.
Caller/C: something seen in the ninja tradition
T: as in the movie Crouching Tiger and 

Caller/S: talked of an experience watching her boyfriend in younger days – in a 
In order to bi-locate, how much light does one have to hold in the cells?

T: doesn’t know how to quantify it. . .
Caller/S: What is Light Body – written by Kashira - 
T: an experience when you can lift your arms in the air without lifting the rest of your body 

Question:  the relationship between the flash and the announcements
T: everything is a simulcast – the centre of our gravity is ever moving – it’s going on behind what 

we can see – one little 15 minute discussion with Max Bluementhal  - Jan 25th on the Ed 
Show – close to the beginning.

•The piece from Boom Bust – all the markets are falling out of bed all at the same time – January 
31st – Guest is Danielle De Martinez the president of Money Strong; the book she wrote 
was Fed Up: an insider’s take on why the Federal Reserve is bad for America. 

The new Fed Chair has 7 weeks to prepare for the first Board meeting of the Fed; 
• a 2.4% savings rate for people in the US
• the markets are unhinged – animal spirits have been sent free – and we’re seeing a 

meltup –  signs emerging from the household sector that are not good! 
• Asks her what her opinion is on the market – regardless of the barometer – the stock market is more

over valued except for 1929 – same can be said of the bond market. Deutsche Bank looked 
back to 1800 to find out when the bond market was as hot as it is at the moment.

LISTEN TO THE MP3 OF THIS CONVERSATION – ENDED UP BEING BASED ON THE COMMENTS
FROM THE INTERVIEW BETWEEN THE BOOM-BUST HOST AND DANIELLE

Aslo very insightful callers . . .
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B B S RADIO

Opening mantra and other pieces of music

Reading: finishes reading the last piece on Mystic Momma  

Star Sparks by ELLIAS LONSDALE:
Leo 12: The mouth of the Amazon River 

Rama spoke to Buffy Sainte-Marie last week 

Taken from News Update Thursday, January 25, 2018

Ram called into Native America Calling radio show today, and got to speak with their guest, Buffy Sainte-Marie.
Buffy has a new album out, called MEDICINE SONGS (2017), and she was talking about everyone getting 
mobilized to resist the war machine, just as was done in the ‘60s. 
Buffy said, “At this time on the planet, there is no need for foul language or political bullying or making fun of 
handicapped and disabled people that the Grump seems to keep on doing as the so-called leader of the free 
world, and that he has dishonoured the Goddess.”

Buffy warned the Grump, “Prepare for a backlash that will hit your entire
family.”

The host asked Buffy,”What do you mean by that, Ms Sainte-Marie?”

Buffy responded, “Mr Grump may return from Davos, Switzerland and he
may be met by divorce papers. Or Melania may just go back to New York
with her son, Baron, and cut off all ties with her husband.” 

As Ram called up, he told Buffy, “I have been listening to you since the ‘60s.
I was also at Woodstock listening to you, and I have been sharing your
message of non-violence and peace ever since. I helped burn draft cards in
1967. I was in Haight-Ashbury at the time, and I was 14. We created a
bonfire in the middle of an intersection, and everybody threw in their draft
cards and burned them.”
 
Buffy said to Rama: “Thank you, Lord Rama. We need more people like you right now to change this world 
towards peace.” [Buffy is a Faction 3 White Knight!]

Reading:  http://www.cbcmusic.ca/posts/12073/buffy-sainte-marie-75-things-you-need-to-know-abou  

Audio: completion of Going Underground
Ruth George MP on disability, suicide and benefits (E570)  3 Feb, 2018 

https://www.rt.com/shows/going-underground/417786-carillion-tory-welfare-
reform/ 

Audio:  Gaia TV Ayahuasca:  Journey into Infinity 

Psychedelica S1:Ep 330 mins January 29, 2018
https://www.gaia.com/video/ayahuasca-journey-infinity

Can a sacred plant medicine from the Amazon heal our minds and spirits? In the heart of the 
jungle, a naturopathic doctor and an accountant experience life-altering epiphanies when they
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drink the psychoactive brew ayahuasca, the “vine of the soul.” This award-winning 
documentary explores the mystery of ayahuasca shamanism, offering insights into the nature 
of spirituality, mystical experience and self-healing discovered through an expanded state of 
consciousness.

Is ayahuasca a doorway to direct knowledge of the divine or a path that leads to psychological
trauma? Can it cure modern addictions to drugs and alcohol or is ayahuasca itself a possible 
substance of abuse? Some call it a medicine, others a sacrament; the Amazonian shamans 
say it is simply a “plant teacher” that tells you what you need to know.

T: Regarding Sunday’s Super Bowl – she’s watching that $500 million being spent on ads alone – -
comments on the juxtaposition of listening to the previous piece and then seeing the ads for 
the game – quite something! 

Reading: NEWS UPDATE Wednesday, January 31, 2018

Today Bernie Sanders had his own response to the State of the Union  
Bernie Responds to the State of the Union https://youtu.be/c2ibkHGRyaQ

Thom Hartmann on his show this morning reported on something Bernie said at last night’s event. 
Thom reported, “Bernie said - and I quote – Since March of last year, 2017, the three richest people in America 
saw their wealth increase by more than $68 BILLION dollars.”

Thom went on, “THREE PEOPLE – a 68 BILLION DOLLAR INCREASE IN THEIR WEALTH and meanwhile, the 
average worker saw an increase of 4¢ cents an hour in the same period of time! Just let that sink in!  Just let that
sink in – in the last year, $68 billion dollars was accumulated by 3 people in the US of A !!!.”

It’s time for a big change! Tag! We are all it this time and no other time! The time is NOW! NESARA 
NOW! MICHELLE FOR PRESIDENT! NO MORE WAR! NO NUKES!

Reading:  [SEE BELOW]
2018-01-31 The Uranus Taurus Ingress - The Turning Point 

Carl Boudreau·https://www.facebook.com/notes/carl-boudreau/the-uranus-taurus-ingress-
the-turning-point/10215686287258658/

Audio: Keiser Report Episode 1184  2018-02-03  

https://www.rt.com/shows/keiser-report/417765-episode-max-keiser-1184/

The ‘Mnuchin massacre’ and one-way bets on the dollar are among the topics for Max and 
Stacy in this episode. In the second half, Max interviews Nomi Prins, author of the soon-to-
be-released book, ‘COLLUSION: How Central Bankers Rigged the World’. They also discuss 
the current market situation and how a new Fed chairman may approach a crash.  

The transcription of the interview was completed by Tara, and appears in the News Update 
February 1- 17, to be found on 2013 Rainbow Roundtable.

Audio: The Diamond Light Code Template Activations
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Transcribe http://www.pleiadianlight.net/monthly-transmissions-by-the-elders

You Tube https://youtu.be/CAaBqXIcLxM     

Background music by Frits Evelein  http://musicfromsource.net/

Mp3 (file size approx. 70.8 MB)~ to listen online click here

Source  :   http://www.pleiadianlight.net/free-downloads  

Closing: Rainbird 

Music: Snat Kaum 
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

2018-02-03 (2016-11-19)  Blog~ Propertied Privilege Trumps Democracy

by Ben Price, CELDF 

If You Think the Electoral College is the Only Problem – Well, that’s Part of the Problem

https://celdf.org/2016/11/blog-propertied-privilege-trumps-democracy/ 

In the still early years of the twenty-first century, two presidents have been selected – not elected
– without the assenting vote of the majority. How this could happen in a so-called democracy is 
the question of the day following Donald Trump’s successful clinching of the 2016 presidential 
contest. He didn’t win it by getting more people to vote for him. Instead, he prevailed by winning 
the votes of a magic number of Electoral College (EC) delegates.

In 2012 Trump called the EC “phony” when it seemed possible Mitt Romney might win the popular
vote but not the EC. Now that the popular vote has gone against him and the EC is set to select 
him as the next president anyway, Trump is quoted as saying, “The Electoral College is actually 
genius in that it brings all states, including the smaller ones, into play.”

Image from Political Vendetta News Network http://pvnn.org/2016/10/22/voting-out-the-electoral-college-3/

It’s a case of states’ rights trumping the actual vote count. Does it make sense? No, not if “one 
person – one vote” means anything. But the states that use a “winner-take-all” method of 
assigning EC delegates to presidential candidates exert a degree of sovereignty that would be lost 
in a nationwide system that respected the popular vote. Only Maine and Nebraska assign 
delegates proportionally.

The election of 2000 was the last time the biggest vote-getter lost the presidency to the EC. In a 
nail-biter of a popular vote finish, the votes of Florida’s EC delegates were given to George W. 
Bush when the U.S. Supreme Court halted a vote recount in the state. Al Gore, who won the 
popular vote nationally, went home to make a movie about climate change instead of moving into 
the White House. George W. Bush went on to invade and kill a million people in Iraq and blow 
three trillion dollars on the false pretense of protecting the U.S. from weapons the Iraqis never 
had. So yes, the EC’s dominance of U.S. presidential elections has consequences.

Hillary Clinton took the majority of the popular vote this year by a smallish but real majority, and 
Donald Trump will be the next president of the United States. There is consternation throughout 
the land that this undemocratic outcome will be at least as consequential as was the elevation of 
George W. Bush above the will of the people. “What gives?” You might ask. “Why do we have an 
EC at all?”
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The Counter Revolutionary “Founding Fathers” and the Electoral College

The answer isn’t pretty. It exposes the “founding fathers” who wrote the current US Constitution 
for the undemocratic, racist, misogynist counter-revolutionaries that they were. In 1789 when the
US Constitution was ratified, it included provisions that protected the property rights of slave 
owners against any claim that their human chattel had legal and civil rights. It institutionalized 
slavery as a constitutionally protected right of the owners of human “property.” Those “founders” 
made sure that no future generation could diminish the property “rights” of slave masters by 
electing abolitionists to high offices in government. The protection of privileges attached to 
ownership of property of all sorts, not just slaves, was the prime motivator for crafting the U.S. 
Constitution. They worked diligently and invented many novel mechanisms to insulate the unequal
privileges of wealth from the challenge that an emergence of inalienable rights through 
democratic public governance might pose.

Reprinted from Forbes: http://www.forbes.com/sites/geoffloftus/2015/06/30/four-leadership-lessons-from-the-founding-
fathers/#200c1ac073b1

The “founding fathers’” concoction of the EC was just one of the constitutional tools included in 
the new frame of government. Those tools were intended to shield the special privileges attached 
to human property from the democratic power of the people.

Slave states were afforded an extra scoop of representation in Congress, thanks to the novelty 
known as the “three-fifths clause.” Likewise, delegates to the EC were assigned from each state, 
proportional to their populations, with slaves being counted as “three-fifths” of a human being. In 
addition, each state added two delegates to this total. The result: The EC delegates equaled in 
number their congressional representatives plus their two senators. This last refinement was a 
concession to less populated states, making each citizen in them better represented on the EC 
than more populous ones.

Securing Slavery and Protections for the Few

The “founders” negotiated in secret for a national government that would “protect the minority of 
the opulent against the majority,” as James Madison put it. They created a Constitution that gave 
slave owners power not only to disproportionately dominate the Congress, but through the EC 
they also secured a larger than equal degree of representation in choosing who would be 
president. Slave ownership gave those propertied citizens virtual control of the legislature and the
executive branches. Worse, the dominance of the national government by the slave-holding 
minority extended to the judiciary as well. The presidents selected by the EC had the power to 
appoint life-term members of the Supreme Court, which had power to overturn laws enacted by 
the Congress.
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The effect of the protection of privileges in property was that all three branches of the new 
government were dominated by the will of those who counted fellow human beings as cattle. The 
results were historic, with consequences that still haunt us. Slave states controlled law-making, 
the enforcement of law, and the judicial power to overturn laws up until the civil war. Their 
undemocratic and unequal power to govern ensured that no legislation challenging slavery would 
go forward. And today, despite the abolition of slavery and the nullification of the three-fifths 
clause, case law created by antebellum judges continues to taint legal outcomes today. And the 
EC still determines who will hold the executive power, and who will preside over the legislature, 
defining which laws are acceptable and which ones are not.

Trump or Clinton: Neither is for Democratic Rights

Donald Trump will likely appoint two, maybe more members of the US Supreme Court, whose 
decisions will constrain the people’s representatives from legislating to change the privileges of 
property as ensconced nowhere more firmly than in the modern corporation. Trump grafted 
misogyny, scatology, narcissism, belligerence, nativism, conspiracy hype and racism to his 
campaign. They resonated with slightly fewer folk than those who voted for Hillary Clinton’s 
insubstantial message of ”who else ya gonna vote for with that clown as your alternative?” While 
Trump corralled the votes of white privilege by denying the equality of all of us to each other, and 
Clinton corralled the progressive vote by proclaiming equal rights for minorities, LGBTs and 
immigrants, neither called for equality with the privileged governing class. Neither dared 
champion the democratic rights of those who make up the majority to wrest governing control 
from the minority of the opulent. They divided the majority with vehement arguments over 
whether all of us who are slaves to the one percent would be equal to each other.

Reprinted from Huffington Post: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robert-kuttner/donalds-unlikely-gift-to-
_b_11381180.html

Trump may cling to his viscerally powerful rhetoric like a security blanket, but it’s merely a tool he
employed for the purpose of manipulating emotions and securing a cohesive voter base. His 
offensive bloviations are props, the way judgmental Christianity has been a prop for the far right; 
the way fear of the know-nothings has been used on the left to protect the established Democratic
hierarchy. These are not core political values for the candidates chosen for us to choose between. 
Whichever party won, it would by design have had no impact on the strangle-hold wealth has on 
governance in the US. These important issues of social justice are, in the eyes of both political 
camps, merely the herding dogs of the plutocrats, the ones Madison called the “minority of the 
opulent,” the one percent.  This point is obvious if we take note of how regularly candidates in 
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both parties have changed positions on gay marriage and abortion in response to public 
sentiment.

Trump’s election does nothing to change the plutocratic nature of governance in the US. He may 
have appealed to blue collar whites, but he’s not one of them. And though the path this billionaire 
took to power may differ cosmetically from the one prior Republican candidates have followed, the
outcome is no different, and so the methods he used won’t matter to the party members he 
savaged during the campaign. Had Clinton secured the EC votes needed, it’s not clear the status 
quo for the billionaire class would have been affected either.

So What Is the Problem?

Let’s be clear: the problem isn’t just the EC, any more than it’s just Citizen United or political 
gerrymandering or voter suppression. It’s all of those things plus the many other legal and 
constitutional mechanisms devised by the self-appointed governing class to prevent any change 
that would diminish their wealth and authority to govern.

In the confidential security of the secret constitutional convention of 1787, Alexander Hamilton 
said, without contradiction from his fellow conspirators,

“All communities divide themselves into the few and the many. The first are the rich 
and well born, the other the mass of the people…Give therefore to the first class a 
distinct, permanent share in the government. They will check the unsteadiness of the 
second.”

Broadway musicals lauding his devotion to democracy notwithstanding, he helped craft a 
constitution that allowed those with wealth to govern, while the rest naively believe their voices 
matter.

Alexander Hamilton admitted that both Madison’s and his plan of government “are very remote 
from the idea of the people,” although he argued that “the people are gradually ripening in their 
opinions of government. They begin to be tired of an excess of democracy.” He proposed to his 
elite colleagues that a compromise between his and Madison’s plans would serve as an acceptable
alternative to what they preferred: a propertied aristocracy governing openly. The result, what 
became the US Constitution, he said would be “but pork still, with a little change of the sauce.”

Today we continue to slurp down that pabulum, and every few years when the undemocratic stew
they constitutionalized for our consumption churns up something nasty looking that looks back at 
us curiously, we grimace with distaste, as though surprised every time.

And so we continue to live under a system of law and governance that elevates corporations and 
profits over people and nature. This remains true no matter who is president, and will not change 
until we build a broad people’s movement to establish rights for people and nature over the 
systems that control them.

CELDF is spearheading that movement, working to establish rights for humans and nature over 
the systems that control them. Help us advance those rights in 2017 – donate today.

CELDF -  Community Environmental Defence Fund
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2018-02-04  Situs (law) From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

In law, the situs (pronounced /  sa təsˈ ɪ  /  ) (Latin for position or site) of property is where the 

property is treated as being located for legal purposes. This may be important when determining 
which laws apply to the property, since the situs of an object determines the lex situs, that is, the 
law applicable in the jurisdiction where the object is located, which may differ from the lex fori, 
the law applicable in the jurisdiction where a legal action is brought. For example, real estate in 
England is subject to English law, real estate in Scotland is subject to Scottish law, and real estate
in France is subject to French law.

It can be essential to determine the situs of an object, and the lex situs, because there are 
substantial differences between the laws in different jurisdictions governing, for example: whether
property has been transferred effectively; what taxes apply (such as inheritance tax, estate tax, 
wealth tax, income tax and capital gains tax); and whether rules of intestacy or forced heirship 
apply.

The rules for determining situs vary between jurisdictions and can depend on the context. The 
English common law rules, which apply in most common law jurisdictions, are in outline as 
follows:

• the situs of real estate (land) is where it is located. 

• the situs of a chattel (tangible moveable item) is where it is currently located. 
• the situs of a bearer instrument is where the document is located, but the situs of a 

registered instrument is where the register is held. 
• the situs of debts is where the debtor resides, since that is generally where legal action can

be taken to enforce the debt. 
• the situs of intangible property, including intellectual property and goodwill, is where the 

property is registered, or, if not registered, where the rights to the property can be 
enforced. 

• the situs of a ship within territorial waters is where it is located, but the situs of a ship in 
international waters is its port of registry. 

References

• Halsbury's Laws  , Conflict of Laws, para. pp. 385–391 

External links

1. Situs for UK tax law purposes   

See also

• Lex situs   

Categories: 

• Latin legal terminology  
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2018-02-03  Foreign-situs Trust Law and Legal Definition

https://definitions.uslegal.com/f/foreign-situs-trust/

Foreign-situs trust refers to a trust created under foreign law. Such trusts are treated as a non-
resident individual for federal tax purposes and therefore has no significant income-tax benefits. 
They are usually subject to greater reporting requirements than a domestic trust. Foreign-situs 
trust is also used as a means of asset protection as the creditors cannot easily reach the foreign 
trust's assets. 

Foreign-situs trusts are also called foreign trusts or offshore trusts. 

Legal Definition list

• Foreign Worker  
• Foreign Trading Gross Receipts [Internal Revenue]  

• Foreign Trade Zones Board  
• Foreign Trade Zone  

• Foreign Terrorist Organizations [FTOs]  
• Foreign-situs Trust
• Foreign-Source Income  

• Foreman of Grand Jury  
• Forensic Accountant  

• Forensic Animation  
• Forensic Anthropologist  

Related Legal Terms

• 2503(C) Trust  

• AB Trust  
• Accumulation Trust  

• Active Trust  
• Administrative Deviation [Trust]  

• Affidavit of Trust  
• Alimony Trust  

• All Inclusive Deed of Trust [AIDOT]  
• Alternate Trustee  

• Annuity Trust  
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2018-01-30   One More Time S-L-O-W-L-Y

https://mainerepublicemailreport.com/2018/01/30/one-more-time-s-l-o-w-l-y/

By Anna von Reitz

1. You begin your life as “one of the free, sovereign, and independent people of the United 
States”—- a Virginian, Minnesotan, Texan, etc….

2. While still a baby in your cradle, “uniformed officers” conscripted into the U.S. Army — who 
appear to be civilian doctors, improperly seize upon your name and estate and coerce your Mother
to sign a False Information to the effect that you are a “US citizen”— the same political status you
would have if you were a Puerto Rican, born in Puerto Rico or one of the other Insular Territories, 
like Guam.
.
3. This status as a “Territorial Citizen” obligates you to serve the government and obey its every 
whim, to be defined as a “taxpayer” and subjected to Selective Service, and to need a license—
which is official permission to do something that is otherwise illegal— like getting married or 
traveling in your car from Point A to Point B. It also subjects you to the foreign British Equity Law 
and Territorial Court System, which is rigged against you so that British-affiliated Bar Association 
members can rule against you 97% of the time via the abundant use of their “judicial discretion”.
.
4. Throughout your life these vermin misinform you, either deliberately or in ignorance 
themselves, and tell you that you “have to” have a Social Security Number, you “have to” have a 
Driver License, you “have to” have a Marriage License, and you obediently do what you are told. 
Every time you do, you again unwittingly confirm that you are a “US Citizen” and effectively bear 
False Witness against yourself and against your own interests, just to get along and survive in this
ugly horror show world they have created.
.
5. Here is the first take-home message, campers! You are NOT a “citizen” of anything. Citizens 
serve the government. Nationals have the government serve them. So which one are you? 
Uh….duh….are you paying them or are they paying you? And if they are paying you, what is that 
payment based upon, if not your own hard work and years of paying taxes you never actually 
owed?
.
6. So in effect, you have been kidnapped and trafficked into a United States Territory, and never 
told about this change in your official political status. You’ve been subjected to the Queen of 
England and the debts of the British Crown Corporation and if you woke up enough to complain, 
they slammed you into one of their very own rigged courts where they could rape and pillage you 
and your name and your estate some more.
.
7. But how could this be? How could this happen? How could nobody know about this? Well, they 
never told your Mother, and you were too young to know anything about it when it happened, so 
why would you have any inkling that this is so? You couldn’t know. You couldn’t even complain 
about it. And the dirty rotten vermin planned it that way.
.
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8. So here you are, transported on paper, to Puerto Rico….without a clue and without a paddle to 
get home, stuck in THEIR foreign political status, subjected to THEIR foreign law, stuck paying 
THEIR foreign taxes, suffering through THEIR foreign bankruptcies, and living in THEIR 
“territorial” reality. And this is all being done to you by what appears to be your government, but 
it’s not. It’s THEIR government, which is supposed to be acting under a contract called The 
Constitution of the United States of America to protect you and your rights…..
.
9. So how do they get around their contractual obligation to honor and serve, and instead pillage 
and plunder? They just pretend not to know that you are an American from one of the American 
nation-states. After all, your Mother said you were a “U.S. Citizen”—- she just didn’t know which 
“U.S.” they were talking about and wasn’t told, either. And then you came along like a good little 
dweeb and signed up for Social Security, and everyone knows—- Title 42 plainly states– that this 
program is only for federal employees and dependents and political asylum seekers. Well, then! 
You must have sought political asylum, right? In Puerto Rico, no less. I hear the climate is nice 
there.
.
10. Who knew? The Gubmint knew. The black-hearted, treacherous cheats in Washington, DC—
they knew. That’s how they were getting all the gravy. The Joint Chiefs of Staff— they knew. 
That’s how they paid for their newest whiz-bang jet fighters and germ warfare programs and 
everything else. The Clintons, Billy and Hillary, and Jimmy and Ronnie and both Georges and Mr. 
Obummer***— they all knew. Everyone on THEIR side of the fence knew and they used to laugh 
at you poor idiots stumbling around, still thinking that you were living in America. They called you 
“sovereign citizens”— a deliberate oxymoron, and thought you were too stupid to ever get the 
joke. They called you “livestock” and treated you that way, too.
.
11. And if you are NOT mad enough to spit, if you are not angry to the core, if you are NOT ready 
to get on your feet, then you still aren’t getting the drift of what has been done here. Go back to 
the top and read slowly again, remembering that these are people on your payroll doing this to 
you and your sons and daughters.
.
12. But, you say, they are Americans, too. How could this be? Surely, they wouldn’t subject 
themselves to all these things? They wouldn’t live like slaves at the mercy of their own 
employees?  Of course, not. They had to leave themselves an out, didn’t they? Well, here it is, 
black and white, the Foreign Sovereigns Immunity Act of 1976. You, my dears, are all “foreign 
sovereigns”— from THEIR perspective. Oh, they admit that you are in fact sovereign. They can’t 
avoid that. They just pretend that you gave it all away and “volunteered” to be treated as a 
Puerto Rican and a debt slave and whatever else they wanted to say about you—while they 
privately retained all their own rights and prerogatives as lawful sovereigns on American soil. You 
should see Bill Clinton’s claim of copyright to his own name and estate. He left nothing out. Not as
much as a comma.
.
13. So, if you are sovereign on American soil and you are owed the guarantees and protections of 
The Constitution of the United States of America, how is it that you are still being chased around 
by THEIR bill collectors? Thought to be part of THEIR bankruptcy? Harassed and addressed by 
THEIR courts? Well, remember, all this bullshit is military. Remember the sentry asking for the 
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password? And if you don’t know the password he can shoot you? Right? It’s the same thing. You 
have to give them MANDATORY NOTICE that you are exempt and immune, a Foreign Sovereign 
(with respect to them) per the Foreign Sovereigns Immunity Act of 1976.
.
14. And then you start taking names and checking dates and you start holding these vermin, feet 
first, to the fire. You start telling them the truth— that they have no right to address you. You 
should also form up your lawful County Jural Assemblies and elect your land and soil jurisdiction 
Sheriffs, set up your Jury Pools, elect your American Common Law Justices of the Peace. Many of 
you have been asking— if Hillary broke the law and endangered national security and Obama*** 
illegally spied on Donald Trump for political purposes—-why are these crooks still walking around?
It’s because they are claiming to be Foreign Sovereigns on American soil. These lousy pirates 
have beat feet back home and sought the protection of the political status they have stolen from 
others.The only way to bring them to justice is for all of us to wake up and remember who we are.
.
15. Now, most Americans are peaceful, even docile, people. They want to live and let live, mind 
their own business, work hard and play hard. Most Americans want and ask nothing much from 
the government, except to be left alone and maybe some pothole-filling duty. But THEY won’t 
leave us alone because THEY want to steal from us. THEY want to continue commandeering our 
lawful government. THEY want to call the shots and rule over the rest of us. THEY have their cozy 
little fraud machine and their bogus two party political system all set up. THEY have their 
“corporate government” and their “corporate military” and THEY would just as soon forget all the 
old folks back home.
.
16. It’s time to jack them up. Clear to the ceiling. And all these Bar Association members? It’s 
time to tell them where to get off. Way off. Who do they think they are? Who asked for the 
services of a British Court on American soil? What country do they think they are in? Is this really 
just Greater Puerto Rico? Or is this about to become America again? With a big, flat, heavy foot 
stomped down on the Queen of England and all her busy, little, perfidious minions?
.
HERE IT IS:  MANDATORY NOTICE!!! WE ARE AMERICAN FOREIGN SOVEREIGNS 
RETURNING TO OUR SOIL. WE NEVER REALLY LEFT IT, SO DEATH AND DAMNATION TO 
ANYONE WHO CLAIMS OTHERWISE.

https://mainerepublicemailreport.com/2018/01/30/one-more-time-s-l-o-w-l-y/
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2018-01-28     Global Currency Reset Comment for January 2018

https://mainerepublicemailreport.com/2018/01/28/global-currency-reset-comment-for-january-
2018/

by Anna von Reitz

Everyone wants me to comment on this, but what is there to say?  It’s like orphans waiting for Father 
Christmas.  All these good people who have invested their life’s savings in junk bonds without realizing that 
they are junk bonds…. waiting patiently day after day and week after week and month after month for “the 
RV”.

When the RV comes, it’s all going to be peaches and cream. When the RV comes, miracles will abound. Peace
will reign. The humble will be raised up. The evil will be cast down. We will all dance and sing. It will be a 
great, great day when the RV comes….. okay, well…..
.
All fiat currencies are bonds and bonds are I.O.U.’s issued by specific governments. If the government goes 
down, how much do you think their I.O.U.’s are worth?
.
Maybe, just maybe, the successor governments will honor (and be ABLE to honor) the promises of their 
predecessors. I don’t think so. Those promises were never realistic, to begin with, and nothing is going to 
make them so now. At least, nothing that I know of. Zadok from Planet Xeon – B might show up and change 
the balance of things, that’s true, but I am not betting on it.
.
Remember that I am a flat-footed little Midwestern girl who grew up dodging cow patties out in the back 
pasture and having my Uncles ask me funny questions like “Who’s on first?” I am not, it is true, the one to 
take things on faith; I hang back and wait for deeds to prove words and for facts to be verified. I long ago 
learned that the devil uses our virtues just as expertly as he plays our vices and that tends to keep my head 
firmly screwed on at all times…..
.
And in the case of Dinar and Zim and all the rest, what I see is a Devil’s Playpen, where he can play the 
script either way—- appeal to the egalitarian instincts of the Good to want to have money to do good, and 
appeal to the crass instincts of the Greedy not caring about the people in places like Iraq and Zimbabwe, 
who together with their country’s natural resources, would be the ones paying off these huge debts—-get 
them going and coming both ways, you see? The Good and the Greedy, both equally motivated to buy, buy, 
buy, creating a feeding frenzy…. and “giving value” to promises that are essentially either (a) immoral or (b) 
worthless—– and frankly, I can’t see any good coming out of either one of those options.
.
But, you are asking the wrong person for a number of reasons— first, I don’t believe in money. To me, it’s all
just different kinds and colors of casino chips. Second, if I believe in a real, true, honest “redistribution of 
wealth” — I know it has to happen via a different process. First and foremost, it has to happen by debt 
forgiveness and reinvestment.
.
You can’t take a bunch of sharks from different countries, throw them in a small swimming pool, and expect 
harmony and agreement and constructive work to be accomplished, and that is pretty much my take on what
really goes on in the GCR Committee. Everyone talks the talk, nobody walks the walk. Not really.
.
The Elephant in the Room is America. The real America. The one revealed in “America: Some Assembly 
Required”— the nation-states and people. Why?
.
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We are/were the primary source (not the only source, but the primary source) of all that wealth that was 
supposed to be distributed. You know— the “missing” holders of all the world’s debts, the value of all 
Territorial and Municipal Governments on Earth, plus all the wealth of their franchises….. all belongs, 
technically, to the actual government of this country because we had very able crooks working here and they
used our “abandoned” accounts to stash their loot for decades and they set up all their franchises under our 
delegated authority, because that is what they abused to build their whole empire.
.
Imagine the situation….. you come home and find your entire hometown stuffed full to bursting with gold and
silver and receipts for gold and silver and emeralds and diamonds and fine art and Lord Only Knows. And 
part of that is legitimately yours, legitimately your inheritance, fair and square.
.
But certain other people — in order to get control and distribute all the rest of it, decided to just cut you out 
of the picture, and pretend that you never came home. Yeah, it was more convenient that way, left more for 
everyone else, and besides, everyone else in the world was trained to hate your guts and blame you for all 
the atrocities and wars for profit and violence and pollution and criminality, the drugs and the booze and the 
whores— it was all racked up and blamed on you, at the same time you were being lied to and used and 
abused and worked and taxed to death by the same crowd that was lying to the whole rest of the world 
about you.
.
Sweet.
.
Well, well, well….. turns out that the British Monarchs and the Popes are the ones actually responsible for all 
this rot, with an “Also Culpable Award” going to the members of the Territorial and Municipal United States 
Congresses since 1860.
.
So where does that leave us? With a whole lot of spider-web trails of accounts and mirrored accounts, with 
hoards of “historical assets” that belong to actual people being illegally seized upon by banks, with land 
claims that are completely specious, with bogus trusts and bogus transmitting utilities and bogus foreign 
situs trusts as far as the eye can see, and (almost) every government on Earth knee deep in the Kim Chee.
.
That’s the Good News and the Bad News, because if you stop and think about it— good people wound up in control of the 
situation, and they will forgive all the bogus debts and share out the profits and not according to a shark fest, but 
according to the simple fact that there was never any reason or need for anyone to suffer or go without, there has always 
been far more than enough for everyone on Earth to have good food and water and homes and electricity and indoor 
plumbing and hospitals and schools and beautiful parks and farms and public buildings and everything else we could want 
or need.

.
Always. There has NEVER been any real reason for all this suffering. Ever.
.
And there is no need for anyone to take a bath on Zim and Dinar investments nor is there any need for those
poor countries to have to pay off on these investments. It’s all just the stuff that dreams—-or nightmares—-
are made of, and at the end of the day, those who invested for good reasons will have their ability to do 
good in full measure abounding, and those who invested for the sake of greed— they will have their just 
reward, too. I have no doubt that a greater Hand is at work, making sure that a true and just redistribution 
of wealth will take place and an end to all the grief and lies.
.
I just don’t expect it to happen by an arbitrary Global Reset of the value of casino chips. I expect it to 
happen by the entire world waking up, looking around, and realizing that yes, Virginia, there is enough, more
than enough, for everyone to have what we need, and more than enough to build good dreams.
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2018-01-31     FULL MOON Lunar Eclipse in Leo January 31st 2018~

http://www.mysticmamma.com/full-moon-lunar-eclipse-in-leo-january-31st-2018/

ART BY MYSTIC MAMMA

We welcome a *FULL MOON* Lunar Eclipse in Leo as yet another cyclical evolutionary turn on our personal 
and collective journey. 

Occurring on the Leo/Aquarius axis, we are being called to reawaken to our original blessings and link our 
hearts with the heart of the Earth and all of humanity whose essence is Love. 

As we work on healing our wounds of disconnection and nurture the feminine principle in all creation, we re-
create our world anew. 

Here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights from our beloved interpreters of the planetary bodies. First 

from astrologer CHAD WOODWARD  from his Kosmic Mind:

“This month’s Full Moon is a Supermoon and Total Lunar Eclipse in tropical Leo. As you may also 
have heard, it’s a ‘Blue Moon,’ the second of two Full Moons in one calendar month.

“Astrologically, a Blue Moon is insignificant (and in some parts of New Zealand this Full Moon occurs 
on Feb. 1), but a Supermoon/Lunar Eclipse is interesting enough on its own. ‘

“During a Lunar Eclipse, the Earth’s shadow crosses the lunar surface… this projection of the Earth 
gives the Moon a reddish-brown color (it definitely won’t be blue); this is why lunar eclipses are also 
called Blood Moons. 

“Both Solar and Lunar Eclipses occur in pairs each year, and Supermoon Lunar eclipses aren’t that 
rare…

“Much like this Supermoon/Eclipse itself, be mindful of overhyped exaggerations. 
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“With Venus in opposition to the Moon, look beyond appearances. The tendency to be fooled by 
glamorous facades can be one theme and pitfall of this Lunar Eclipse. 

“But if you believe in whatever you’re putting out there, trust this lunation’s call to confidently step 
up and gain applause, attention, and recognition from others…

“And with both Venus and Jupiter’s connection to this lunation, it supplies auspicious peak energy for
parties and celebratory events, especially acknowledging the completion or culmination of something
significant…

“Watch out for over the top displays of egotism. Undeserved pride can lead to humiliating downfalls. 

“Be careful of overestimating what you’re capable of, or even taking a good time too far into 
mindless overindulgence…

“If you’re mindful of those negatives, this Supermoon/lunar eclipse is an exciting culmination of 
creative and playful energy, touched by two benefic planets. 

“It has the power to restore optimism, playfulness, joy, and a willingness to embrace new 
opportunities.”

© Copyright 2017 CHAD WOODWARD All Rights Reserved 

Astrologer CATHY PAGANO from her Wisdom of Astrology says:

“Both eclipse seasons invite us to discover our own unique heart skills which we can contribute to our 
collective culture.

“Love is supposed to lead the way for all of us. 

“Women are especially called to add our voices and imaginations to help heal our cultural wounds, while 
men are called to defend what is true, beautiful and good in the world.

“Our world is so out of balance that it has to descend into chaos to get remade. 

“All honorable people want to re-make the world with a more balanced, life-giving energy, which gives equal 
value to the feminine gifts of imagination, emotional intelligence and compassion as well as the masculine 
gifts of clarity, reason and justice…

“The Moon and Ceres join with the North Node in Leo, which is a collective directive to each of us to express
our unique creativity.

“The Moon and Ceres, the Roman fertility and mother goddess, are both energies that help us access our 
unconscious (Moon) feelings of being un-loved (Ceres).

“We all deserve to be loved just for ourselves and so many of us weren’t loved in that way. 

“Ceres asks us to let her mother us, to let ourselves be and feel loved…

“Who would we have become if we were allowed to follow our soul’s longings in life?

“…Who would we be if we all felt, down in our bones, that we are worthy of love? 

Not because we have money or are smart or good at our jobs, but just because we are alive?

“If we can think these kinds of thoughts, and open our hearts to our original blessings and hopes, what 
would we do? Who would we be? What would our world look like?”

                    © Copyright 2017 CATHY PAGANO  All Rights Reserved
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Astrologer PAT LILES from The Power Path.com says:

“Here we have the South Node aligned with the Sun and Venus – an opportunity to
let go of all those times we felt we weren’t loved the way we thought we should have
been loved.  

“In Aquarius,  we can look with some real  detachment at the events of our lives,
acknowledge the experience, let that old loved/unloved story go..

“Aquarius Sun/Venus can help us move in to the modern moment of now, push the
boundary, and live in an entirely new headspace where we ARE love.

“The Lunar Eclipse at Full Leo Moon is aligned with the North Node – our edgy point
of growth at this time, and exactly conjunct Ceres – Earth Mother…

“Mother and nurturing issues go deep and eclipses are known to reveal and release
that which is hidden.”

© Copyright 2017 PAT LILES All Rights Reserved

Astrologer DIVINE HARMONY shares:

“..with this  Total  Lunar  Eclipse  on the  North Node in  Leo-  there’s  a  clearing out
happening in  our  solar  plexus/3rd  chakras  and  in  our  creative  selves,  romantic
relationships, relationships with children and/or relationship to the child within…

“One of the most significant aspects of the eclipse chart is something that showed up
in the New Moon in Capricorn chart: Ceres the Great Mother asteroid EXACTLY on the
North Node of destiny and evolution and Juno the asteroid Goddess of partnership
and marriage on the karmic South Node…

“With Ceres on the North Node heading into quincunx Pluto- we are in deep times
right now where we are being asked to see what is  out  of  balance,  what  is  not
healthy and what is being suppressed within us emotionally but also collectively…

“Demetra  George  says  tense  Pluto/Ceres  aspects  can  unearth  intense  emotional
crises- particularly regarding loss and separation (from mother, from children, from
Mother Earth, from the essential self). 

“Deep experiences of grief, rage, sorrow, anger and depression can arise when Pluto
tense aspects Ceres- much like Ceres went through in her myth when Pluto abducted
her beloved daughter and took her into the Underworld…

“The North Node in Leo is asking us to get radical in our self-care, self-Love and self-
nourishment! 

“We also need to get radical  in our care and Love for Mother Earth!!!  She is our
Mother Matrix- without her we cannot sustain ourselves…

“It  will  take  fierce  Love  to  shift  things right  now-  within  ourselves,  in  our
relationships, on our planet and more…

“Neptune harmoniously  links with the Sun on the karmic South Node- which can
make it very easy to spiritually bypass during this eclipse. 

“Spiritual  bypassing  is  when  we  use  spirituality  to  escape  our  pain,  when  we
prematurely forgive before we have fully moved through the pain/anger/grief/rage
that is there,  and when we default  to transcendence,  choosing to go up and out
before we have truly descended and gone all the way down and in and through. 
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“The  Full  Moon/Ceres/North  Node  conjunction  asks  us  to  be  fully  here  now:
embodied…

“I leave you with Ellias Lonsdale’s Star Sparks meditation for this Lunar Eclipse…

© Copyright 2017 ~DIVINE HARMONY  All Rights Reserved

 

“Star Sparks by ELLIAS LONSDALE:

Leo 12: The mouth of the Amazon River 

“This world we live in is wide open. Anywhere we want to go, the invitation is there. 

“Yet if we are going to take the path of open destiny where it leads, first we will need
to  liberate  ourselves  from all  the  versions of  this  which turn out to  be mirages,
illusions. 

“We so easily draw to ourselves that  which looks and insists that it  is  the open
adventure, the free space, the clear possibility. 

“Yet soon enough we find that we are enveloped in something so familiar and so
stuck. In fact, we are repeating ourselves endlessly, in yet another variation. 

“Quite compulsively, we persist in this pattern until we cannot bear another cycle of
self-avoidance.

“Then the actual open portal of the New Earth is right here before us. 

“Unlike the substitutes, this one gives no ego-mileage, never will it make us a special
person. 

“Instead, it floods us into journeying with everybody in a bigger story than the one
we’ve told before. That unusual  dimension allows us to breathe free of  our own
extraordinary nature. 

“For it  turns out that  the good we can do starts when we  give it  all  through us
without a trace of self-conscious absorption in our own magnitude. 

“But it takes so many heartbreaks, such deep letting go to find the place beyond the
separative self version of existence. 

“The only way we’ll hang in there through all the twists and tuns is if we just know
that we are worth it and that this world is worth it.

“The place of all-worlds-converging, all-times-now, all-windows-open calls to us here
with a force, a power, a great passion. 

“We must find the real thing and become it’s true servant.”

© Copyright 2017 ~ELLIAS LONSDALE All Rights Reserved

All my love~

~MM

⚬  F U L L  M O O N  ⚬

January 31st 5:27 am PDT

January 31st 1:27 pm GMT

February 1st 12:27 am AEDT
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2018-01-31 The Uranus Taurus Ingress - The Turning Point Carl Boudreau·

Some Thoughts on the Current Eclipses

[A word about the eclipses. I know. Attention is focused on the big fancy eclipse of 1/31/18 UT 
and the follow up eclipse on February 15, UT. And here I am writing about the Uranus Taurus 
Ingress. Why? 

No matter how dramatic an aspect is (and this one is a real headline grabber), it can only be 
properly understood in terms of the overall astrological context. That is as true of the eclipse, as it
is of the Uranus Taurus ingress that I am writing about. And the astrological context for both is 
pretty much the same. So much of what I would have to say about the eclipse, I would also have 
to say about the Uranus Taurus ingress. 

In recent months, I have been speaking in terms of the long, slow breakdown of the oligarchic 
alignment. Between the early 1970s and 2010-11, when Uranus entered Aries, the three powerful 
outer planets were all in signs associated with the 1%. 

The 1% used this astrological lineup to massively empower themselves. The outcome of almost 40
years of political and economic dominance by the 1% is global oligarchy. Since 2010-11 when 
Uranus moved out of the oligarchic alignment, into Aries, the astrological story has been about 
the agonizingly slow breakdown of the oligarchic alignment and the global oligarchy to which it 
gave rise. If you are interested you can find an account of this situation in this post.

The Uranus Taurus ingress is about reaching a major threshold in the break down of the oligarchic
alignment and a shift in power. The Uranus Taurus ingress heralds the arrival of a major shift in 
social, political and economic values. 

The astrological context is about breaking free of oligarchic control - of resetting the gross 
imbalance of political and economic power between the 1% and the 99%. The Uranus Taurus 
ingress is, I believe, about the critical political and economic turning point so many have been 
waiting for. 

In my astrological opinion, both the eclipse of 1/31/18 and the Uranus Taurus ingress are about 
the same thing - a tipping point in the breakdown of the oligarchic alignment and its earthly 
reflection, entrenched global oligarchy. The big fancy eclipse on 01/31/18 will be a prelude to the 
transformational process triggered by the Uranus Taurus ingress.

Eclipses are change agents. Typically, they trigger long-awaited, long-delayed changes. Eclipses 
also trigger course corrections. I think this extra special eclipse (Blue Moon, Red Moon, Super 
Moon eclipse) will trigger some of the changes needed to finally undo the grip of oligarchy. The 
rarity of such eclipses reflects just how important those changes are and how difficult they would 
be to finally bring about without an assist from the eclipse. 
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This eclipse is a preview of things to come. This eclipse will be a powerful detonation at the 
foundations of the oligarchic status quo. The upcoming transit of Uranus in Taurus will finish the 
job of demolition. 
When all is said and done, then, I believe the eclipse of 1/31 UT will kick start the change process 
to be continued by Uranus in Taurus. However, of the two, I think the Uranus Taurus ingress is 
the more important and more far reaching astrological event. If you want to know what I really 
think about this eclipse, read what I have to say about the Uranus Taurus ingress.]

The Matter at Hand

In my most recent astrology post I tried to lay out the surprisingly complex, powerfully and 
deeply changeful Saturn and Pluto energies now at work in Capricorn. I only touched on the 
pivotal Uranus Taurus ingress. I think it would now be helpful to look more closely at the Uranus 
Taurus ingress and its connection with the Saturn/Pluto energies at work in Capricorn. 
In my opinion, the Uranus Taurus ingress will mark a major turning point, one we have all been 
waiting for. I will try to explain why in this post. 

It is widely felt that we are passing out of an era marked by suffocating oligarchic control of global
economic and political life, however slowly. Currently, huge portions of global economic and 
political power remain in the hands of the wealthiest 1%. The rest of the world’s political and 
economic power, a much smaller portion, rests in the hands of the remaining 99% of the 
population.

The future of the world seems literally to hang in the balance, waiting on changes we seem unable
to make. The oligarchic system seems frozen solidly in place. We are unable to make the changes 
needed to keep the world from coming apart, ecologically, politically, economically, socially and 
geographically. 

World conditions continue to deteriorate. Positive change is elusive. Tension is running high. 
Anxiety is epidemic. Progress is too slow. We await a “tipping point.” I believe Uranus in Taurus 
will bring this tipping point.

Saturn Begins a New Saturn/Capricorn Cycle.

Saturn, in Capricorn, its home sign, is beginning an entirely new Saturn/Capricorn cycle. This 
Uranus Taurus ingress will take place at a fundamentally important moment in the so-called 
Saturn/Capricorn cycle. The change processes now occurring in Capricorn are soon to be 
dramatically affected by Uranus in Taurus. 

After its transit of Capricorn, Saturn will continue its trip around the Zodiac. As it does so, it will 
make changes in each sign consistent with the changes now occurring in Capricorn.

Thus, over a period of roughly 30 years, during this new Saturn/Capricorn cycle, Saturn will 
trigger a re-examination of governmental, administrative, managerial and organizational matters 
of all kinds, in all areas, at all levels, across the whole Zodiac, and around the world. These 
changes will be compatible with changes currently taking place in Capricorn. 
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Let’s just say that the energies now at work in Capricorn are turning Capricorn into a superheated 
caldron. The laws - or patterns - that govern our world are being dropped into this caldron to be 
melted down and re-cast. From this caldron, new laws and patterns will be poured out around the 
Zodiac. Commensurate changes will follow in every sign of the Zodiac as Saturn completes the 
Saturn/Capricorn cycle. 

The Uranus Taurus ingress will be key to enabling, motivating and shaping fateful transformations
now taking place in Capricorn. Under the influence of the Uranus in Taurus energies, deep change 
will come to every part of our life, in every area and level of society, everywhere on earth. 

Beyond Stalemate

The Saturn and Pluto energies in Capricorn are already taking on a decidedly Uranian/Aquarian 
tint and it is growing stronger. Because Uranus has been squaring Capricorn from Aries, it is 
already influencing events in Capricorn. The Uranus Taurus ingress will turn this blocking, square 
relationship into a supportive, trine relationship. 

We should not forget the prolonged square between Uranus and Pluto. This square was exact 
seven times between 2012-2015. The Uranus/Pluto square is still a significant background 
influence. (Notice, too, that both recent eclipses are on the Leo/Aquarius axis. The solar eclipse on
February 15 is in Aquarius proper, accenting the Aquarius/Uranus influence.) 

This Aries/Capricorn, square relationship, is ‘separating,’ making it progressively weaker. The 
Taurus/Capricorn, trine relationship, however, is ‘applying,’ making it progressively stronger. 
And we can’t help but notice that everything going on in Capricorn is slowly moving toward 
Aquarius. It’s increasingly hard not to realize that events in Capricorn are precursors to events in 
Aquarius and that at some level, present events in Capricorn are directly related to future events 
in Aquarius. At some level, in one sense or another, Aquarian and Uranian influences are already 
at work in Capricorn. 

This seems especially so since Capricorn and Aquarius have closely related functions in the 
Zodiac. Capricorn rules the governance of society. Aquarius rules efforts to idealize Society. 
The kind of freedom characteristically sought in Aquarius represents the apotheosis - the highest 
possible expression - of Capricornian skills. That is, the kind of social ideals inspired by Aquarius 
and Uranus require Capricornian, or management and administrative, skills of the highest order 
for their fulfillment. The current astrological set up will improve standards of performance in 
realms governed by Capricorn.

The Convergence of Saturn and Uranus, Capricorn and Aquarius 

Saturn and Uranus also have a close relationship at the archetypal level. Indeed, the nature and 
function of Saturn and Uranus seem to overlap at the archetypal level. Technically, Saturn and 
Uranus are co-rulers of Aquarius. 
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Saturn's change-making insights originate in difficult experience. The insights of Uranus are 
inspired by the intuition, and/or the higher mind. 

With luck, both kinds of insight - Saturnian and Uranian insight - work in tandem. Empirical, day 
to day - Saturnian - insights are complemented by transcendent - Uranian - insights, and vice 
versa. 

The End of an Impasse

While in Aries, Uranus has a conflicted (square) relationship with the energetic blend in Capricorn.
This square has been preventing dialogue, blocking resolution of the political and economic issues 
that are confronting people around the globe. When Uranus enters Taurus, Uranus will flip into a 
harmonious, facilitating (trine) relationship with the Saturn/Pluto dynamic in Capricorn.

In a single stroke, the Uranus Taurus ingress will: 
(1) end the stalemate between the changeful energies of Uranus in Aries and the changeful 
energies of Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn.

(2) Uranus in Taurus will establish a harmonious, synergistic relationship between its own 
changeful energies and the changeful energies of Saturn and Pluto now roiling Capricorn.

3) The Uranus Taurus ingress takes place amidst a series of broad sextiles and semi-sextiles: 
Jupiter is direct in Scorpio. Saturn and Pluto are retrograde in Capricorn. Mars is retrograde in 
Aquarius. Neptune is retrograde in Pisces. Uranus is direct in Taurus. These planets form what we 
might call a ‘bracelet’ of harmonious, facilitating minor aspects.

The square Uranus in Aries made to Capricorn lessened the supportive power of this bracelet. The 
broad, sustained trine relationship the Uranus Taurus ingress will form with Capricorn will 
strengthen the power of this bracelet. Also, the forward motion of the planets involved will also 
intensify the power of this bracelet; the retrograde motion of these planets will dilute the intensity
of this bracelet.

Deciding What Kind of World We Will Have in the Future

With respect to the possibility of progress and reform, the Uranus Taurus ingress will make a 
dramatic, positive difference for which we have all been eager. This trine does not guarantee what
so many want to see: a decisive swing of political and economic power in favor of the 99%. I 
think, rather, that it foretells a vigorous and productive dialog about the many challenges we are 
now facing globally. The Uranus Capricorn trine will lead us beyond the deadening stalemate that 
besets global discourse on so many crucial issues today. I believe the change energies Uranus in 
Taurus will unleash will be deep, pervasive, intense, volatile and ultimately impossible to resist. 
Essentially, Pluto will compel us to investigate and expose the negative consequences of current, 
mostly oligarchic policies; Saturn will compel us to scrutinize the evidence rigorously. Uranus will 
generate protest and the demand for reform. Uranus, Saturn and Pluto energy, facilitated by the 
‘bracelet,’ will bring flux to an extreme, perhaps chaotic pitch. What I have called ‘the bracelet’ 
will facilitate productive, occasionally chaotic change. 
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Chaos, Discovery and Reform

As I said, I think it is impossible to predict outcomes at this point. However, I think certain 
seemingly optimistic conclusions are realistic. We will finally find ourselves able to rethink and 
renegotiate those unjust oligarchic patterns that still dominate our political and economic thinking,
locally and globally, and which seem to stubbornly resist change. 

Under these influences, we will be able - we will have to - debate more freely, openly and fairly. It
looks to me like the planets have gone out of their way to insure a fair, free and open dialogue, or
debate. 

What Changes Might Come

The planets appear to me to have achieved this new dialogue by bringing us to the brink of chaos.
At the same time, however, I see in all this the possibility of profound and lasting change. 

By all accounts, the 1% has enjoyed an outsized economic and political advantage for many 
years. By all accounts, too, they have exploited that advantage to gain and hold the upper hand, 
economic and politically. It seems reasonable to suppose that a planetary set up that favors free 
and open debate would lead to a resetting of the imbalance between the 1% and the 99%. In 
many ways, the effects of these energies will be unpredictable and perhaps even impossible to 
explain. Expect unlikely outcomes.

The level of disorder will be so great, it will be nearly impossible for any one group to ensure the 
outcome they prefer. Theoretically, it might be possible for one faction to successfully steer the 
events caused by these energies into unfair advantage. But in my opinion, neither the 1% nor the 
99% will be able to work their will with these energies.

I think these chaotic energies will favor the discovery of the truth, if only because they will cause 
so much confusion that no one can successfully conceal facts, control the flow of information or 
organize their thoughts clearly enough to sell a convincing lie.

So I think the virtually chaotic elements in these energies will give rise to an open, free public 
dialogue on the issues before us. Given the gross inequality of current economic and political 
relationships, it seems likely that a productive public dialogue will almost inevitably lead to a 
better deal for the 99%. 

Another example, given the damage currently being inflicted on our environment and the 
mishandling of the world’s natural resources, I think a genuinely open dialogue will lead to an 
improvement in environmental conditions and the better management of the world’s resources. 
And so on. 

Personally, I am optimistic. 
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As Uranus begins its year-long transition into Taurus this May, the global stalemate between the 
1% and the 99% will begin to end. How quickly and how drastically things change will ultimately 
depend on how we all respond to these energies. 

A Resurgence of Organized Labor Activity

Another conclusion seems reasonable to me. Taurus is in the sixth house of the US chart. The 
sixth house is the house of organized labor in the US chart. Historically, organized labor has been 
a powerful progressive force, fighting vigorously for the interests of the 99%. 

Uranus in Taurus will kick off a new 84-year Taurus/Uranus cycle. This suggests a long term 
resurgence of organized labor and progressive politics in the US. 

Organized labor is inherently international in its orientation. To the extent that the American labor
movement flexes its new Uranian muscle internationally, Uranus in Taurus could give rise to a 
surge in progressive politics globally. 

Along similar lines, in 2020, we are expecting a Saturn/Pluto conjunction in the third decan, the 
Virgo decan, of Capricorn. The Saturn/Pluto conjunction will produce a surge of impatience for 
change and reform globally that looks like it will translate into a revival of union activity. 

So, you might be wondering, when can we expect the influence of Uranus in Taurus to make itself 
felt?

In Again, Out Again Ingresses, Etc.

I would like to be able to report that as soon as Uranus hits the cusp of Taurus this May, we will 
immediately begin to experience all the benefits. I can’t do that.

Astrological events do not always happen all at once. For example, planets, like Uranus, often 
move into a sign, stay awhile, then retrograde back out. They inevitably resume forward motion 
later on and re-enter the sign for the full transit. It is not uncommon for this process to take the 
better part of a year. Uranus’s move into Taurus will follow this pattern. 

It often seems like the planet involved is rushing, or pushing, us into a risky and uncertain 
situation. Alternatively, the planets could be creating a situation that seems too good to be true. 
But when the planet or planets in question begin to retrograde, the danger recedes and we go 
back to the drawing board. Grave risks are often averted.

Retrograde motion often reshuffles the cards. It sends people back to the drawing board. 
In my experience, this long, seemingly drawn out back and forth process can be anticlimactic in a 
good way. It produces a far less dramatic and more desirable outcome than we might at first 
expect. In my experience, it usually seems to work out for the best.

A look at the details will help us set our expectations. 
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The Dates in Question

1. On May 15, 2018, Uranus, in forward motion, will reach the cusp of Taurus (0º Taurus) for the 
first time. Uranus in forward motion will establish a broad trine relationship with the change forces
now in Capricorn.

Mars will be direct in Aquarius. Neptune will be direct in Pisces. However, Saturn and Pluto, the 
change forces in Capricorn, will be retrograde. Also, Jupiter will be retrograde in Scorpio. 

As I said above, Uranus in Taurus will bring the turning point many await, and have been 
awaiting, for several years. People will feel that. I don’t think the retrograde motion of so many 
planets will mask the arrival of this turning point. Nor do I think it will completely suppress the 
thrill of anticipation the Uranus Taurus ingress will bring. 

We will most likely sense the sudden meshing of the gears of progress, but the expectation of 
immediate progress will be damped by the retrograde motion of Saturn, Pluto and Jupiter. People 
will sense a surge of forward motion, a decisive movement in the direction of progressive 
economic and political change. It will be as hard to miss as the sudden jolt a railroad engine sends
through a line of railway cars when it starts.

But people will surely also sense the delay caused by the retrograde motion of Jupiter, Saturn and
Pluto. These delays will most likely be of a bureaucratic, legislative nature, spurred by legislative 
second thoughts and second-guessing. The delays will most likely not all be caused by the 
successful obstruction of pro-oligarchic, pro-1% forces, though surely some will. 

Uranus in Taurus will generate grassroots resistance. Pluto and Saturn in Capricorn will keep 
pressure on the oligarchic elements at the top. These things will remain as strong undercurrents, 
despite the retrograde motion. 

Vega routinely grants a special charismatic power to those in positions of authority. But Saturn in 
Capricorn will suppress Vega’s influence. This will deny figures in power the protective camouflage
and persuasive edge often granted by Vega. This, in turn, will increase the exposure of power 
figures to the scrutiny of Saturn and the pressures of Pluto. 

In any case, despite the retrograde motion, people will still sense the possibility of change 
increasing. True, many will feel frustration. Others will feel impatience. But still others will 
immerse themselves in the issues, seeking deeper understanding, better solutions and more 
effective means of resistance and protest. 

2. August 07, 2018, Uranus goes stationary/retrograde in Taurus. Mars in Aquarius, Saturn and 
Pluto in Capricorn, Neptune in Pisces will also be retrograde.

When Uranus joins the other planets in backward motion, we will probably still maintain the sense
of promise imparted by the Uranus Taurus ingress. However, we will probably also be more 
acutely aware of the cumulative delays brought on by the retrograde motion of five planets. This 
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could be a spur to resistance and protest as much as a cause for discouragement. It could also 
help force those in power to re-think and retreat from the oligarchic agenda.

3. November 06, 2018, Uranus will cross back into Aries. Neptune in Pisces will also be 
retrograde.

When Uranus re-enters Aries, it will resume its square relationship with the planetary energies in 
Capricorn. A sense of conflict and obstruction will be added by pervasive delays. 

The fear that we are slipping back into stalemate, stagnation and obstruction - that we are 
slipping back into the grip of oligarchy - will reawaken in some. However, I do not think this will 
completely quash the sense of anticipation created by the Uranus Taurus ingress of May, 2018.
I think the hope of real progress, the spirit of protest and reform and the expectation of real 
change will remain as strong at some level. The resumption of conflict, stalemate and obstruction 
will not kill the spirit of protest and reform or completely suppress the expectation of progress. 
People will remember the thrill of Uranus in Taurus even after it returns to Aries. 

4. January 06, 2019, Uranus stationary/direct in Aries. All planets will be direct. Uranus will still be
squaring Capricorn.

While Uranus is still in Aries, we will feel the sense of frustration over prolonged delays. Some will 
experience dread as they fear the return of stalemate, conflict and oligarchic dominance. But the 
forward movement of Uranus will raise the spirits of the 99% and worry the 1% as the specter of 
resistance, protest and reform returns. 

The 99% will not soon forget the thrill of optimism instilled by Uranus in Taurus. When Uranus 
returns to forward motion and heads back into Taurus, those good feelings will come back strong. 
Nor will the 1% forget the strength shown by the 99%, or the enthusiasm for reform that Uranus 
inspired while it was moving direct in Taurus, however briefly. 

5. March 6, 2019, Uranus re-enters Taurus for the full transit. All planets are in direct motion. 
Uranus will resume its trine relationship with Capricorn. The planets are now all in forward motion.
After the re-thinking that retrograde motion brings, we will be in a better position to implement 
concrete change. 

Until we know how people are going to react to these energies, it will be impossible to make 
reliable predictions. But I think we can say that the power struggle between the 1% and the 99% 
will now be fought on more equal terms. 

For their part, the 99% will, at very least, gain the power to ‘edit’ the oligarchic agenda. 
Resistance and protest efforts will become progressively more entrenched, robust and effective. 
The 99% will go forward with greater conviction and confidence. The oligarchs will feel compelled, 
increasingly, to take the preferences and the demands of the 99% more seriously. 
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6. April 23, 2019, Uranus will move out of “shadow.” That is, it will return to the point in Taurus at
which it went stationary/retrograde in early August, 2018. All the planets but Jupiter, now at 5º 
Sagittarius, will be in direct motion.

There will still be a bracelet of semi-sextiles and sextiles that includes Mars in Gemini, Uranus in 
Taurus, Neptune in Pisces, Pluto and Saturn in Capricorn and, Jupiter retrograde in Sagittarius. 
This bracelet formation will help smooth over and work around any negative influences, like the 
broad T-Square between Mars, Neptune and Jupiter.

So by April 2019, Uranus will return to the farthest point it reached in Taurus before its 
retrograde. The second guessing and second thoughts will be over for awhile. We will step into a 
time of Uranian/Aquarian resistance, protest and reform. The foundations of the global oligarchic 
order will be ready for demolition. The iron grip of the global oligarchy will be effectively broken.
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